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Purpose of This Release

This document announces the release of Lattus Object Storage version 3.2.1 / 
3.3.0. 

The Lattus system manages large-scale object data storage via Lattus 
components, which consist of Lattus C10 Controllers managing Lattus S10 
storage nodes through Lattus Rack switches. 

A StorNext M662 Metadata Appliance or customer-supplied MDC enables 
StorNext-managed file access to Lattus via StorNext Storage Manager. An 
optional A10 Access Node can be added to provide NAS shared file access to the 
Lattus System as well.

The Lattus-D product is for customers interested in static-file archive for data 
protection purposes. Lattus-D uses an HTTP REST interface for storage only and 
is upgradeable to either a Lattus-M or Lattus-X product.

The Lattus-D product is initially qualified for use with the CommVault Simpana 
10 Cloud Connector technology when using the S3 protocol to communicate.

Changes Added in Lattus 3.2.1

This section describes the changes incorporated into the Lattus 3.2.1 version.

Installation Changes • Spare root partitions removed on disk 8 and 11

In previous Lattus releases, these spare partitions were present if disks 
remained in the storage node after they were decommissioned. Now that 
there is disk replacement, only one additional spare root disk (instead of 
three) is needed.

For new installations, disk 8 and disk 11 have been switched from spare to 
active, reclaiming 2x 50 GiB for the Lattus S10 Storage Nodes.

• Round Robin Disk ordering is implemented for machines with more 
than two NICs

For devices that have more than two NICs, only the first two NICs are used 
for redundancy instead of using all possible NICs. Doing this avoids using 
too many connections. (This applies only to outgoing connections to the 
metastores.)

For redundancy reasons, you must ensure that these two NICs are on 
different switches.

• Installer modifications was added to support devices that need multi-
path IO

Several updates have been made to support devices that need the multi-
path IO subsystem.
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CMC Changes • The CMC now logs off a user that has been inactive for 10 minutes

For security reasons, users that are inactive for 10 minutes or longer are now 
logged off.

• The statistics reporting interface and functionality is disabled on the 
management node

The Reporting functionality has been removed from the CMC, but will return 
in a Lattus future release. In the meantime, reporting data is still collected, 
so a history will be available when this functionality is restored.

• A warning is issued when a customer wants to instantiate more than 
four client daemons per controller

If you try this, the following warning appears: “Quantum does not 
recommend exceeding more than 4 client daemons per controller in 
production environments.”

REST Interface Changes • The default GET Bucket max-keys parameter in the Lattus S3 API has 
been upgraded

To comply with Amazon specifications, the default max-keys parameter for 
the GET-Bucket call (list objects) has been upgraded from 100 to 1000. 

• A dummy response for "GetOjectACL" has been added

An HTTP 200 response was available, but now dummy xml content is also 
returned.

• A presigned URL for PUT us is now available

Pre-signed PUT URLs are now supported and allowed in S3.

• Cross check added for content-type fields input/output

A cross check has been added for S3 calls. The necessary corrections were 
made in order to ensure the output content type returned is in accordance 
with the Amazon server implementation.

• S3 Anonymous GET implemented

Anonymous GET has been implemented as described in the Lattus REST API 
User Guide.

• The default for DSSdaemon has been changed

When the DSS daemon starts, it now uses the following defaults to prevent 
creating and deleting buckets:
[s3]
enable_bucket_create = false # disables creation of buckets
enable_bucket_delete = false # disables deletion of buckets
enable_bucket_list = false # disable listing of buckets

• Metering support configurable through the CMC

Metering is the ability to gather usage data about read / write / update / 
delete actions for S3 operations.

It is now possible to enable or disable metering via the CMC. Refer to the 
Lattus REST API User Guide for more information about metering.
Changes Added in Lattus 3.2.1 3
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Monitoring Changes • Monitoring agent does not contact decommissioned storage daemons 
for blacklists

The monitoring agent no longer tries to contact decommissioned 
blockstores, storage daemons and storage nodes to retrieve blacklists.

• The time monitored by check_last_update in monitor agent rules has 
been increased

A check determines whether the monitorStoragePool() has been updated 
within the last 24 hours. If not, an event is raised.

This time span has been increased to 48 hours, because some of these 
updates might take more than 24 hours.

• The severity for event "Processes found with state dead/zombie" has 
been lowered

Previously, the severity of the event “Processes found with state dead/
zombie” was ERROR/CRITICAL.

This severity has been lowered to WARNING because zombie processes are 
not harmful to the system. The severity is increased only when the same 
zombie process is found in two consecutive monitor runs.

• Blockstores/error_threshold and blockstores/warning_threshold 
have been removed from the monitoring.xml file

These two items are no longer used, so they have been removed from the 
monitoring.xml file to avoid confusion.

• The number of users or namespaces is monitored and escalated as 
needed

There is a limit on the number of namespaces and users. This limit is set to 
5000 for both.

We now will also check the number of namespaces and users on a daily 
basis. Events will be triggered at the following percentages of 5000 
namespaces/users:

• at 50% (INFO)

• 75% (INFO)

• 80% (WARNING)

• 90% (CRITICAL)

• 95% (CRITICAL)

• 100% (ERROR)

• Monitoring agent XML configuration is overwritten during upgrade

Previously, if the monitoring agent was upgraded, the monitoring.xml and 
rules.xml would be overwritten, removing any modifications previously 
made by the user.

Now the install / configure tasklet checks if the file already exists, and skips 
it if does exist, thus keeping configurations intact.
4 Changes Added in Lattus 3.2.1
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• Needed monitoring configuration changes were added

New monitoring rules have been added to check for free space in the tlog 
partition. If there is insufficient space (< 5 GB), the Arakoon process is 
stopped to avoid running into a full partition.

Arakoon Changes • Arakoon availability improvements were added

The new Arakoon version (1.6) is integrated into Lattus 3.2.1. This new 
version has support for:

• Arakoon Batching

• Arakoon Planned Master Failover.

• Automated tlogcompression.

• Reducing the frequency of the Arakoon collapse and optimizing 
workflows in order to limit the exposure to a masterless situation.

For more info, refer to the MetaStore Management section in the Lattus 
Service Reference Guide.

• Arakoon power loss improvements were added

The metastores now fsync every metadata update to the current tlog file 
(which resides on ssd). Once the tlog is closed, it is moved and compressed 
to the tlog dir on the hdd.

This guarantees consistent data (provided the SSDs are capable of flushing 
data upon power loss).

For more info, refer to the MetaStore Management section in the Lattus 
Service Reference Guide.

• Arakoon 1.6 now logs information about defrag operations

Previously, only defragb information was logged in debug mode with the 
default log level information, and there was no logging information 
available for defrag operations.

• Arakoon is now stopped when there is not enough free space on tlog 
partition

The free space on the tlog partition is monitored. An event is generated if 
there is not enough free space available to do tlog collapsing. This event 
causes the Arakoon node to be stopped. 

Note: A new management storage policy must be enabled to overcome 
hitting this threshold. (Do this by enabling Collapse Metastore 
transaction logs in the management policies. This creates a 
_metastorebackup namespace.)

Miscellaneous Changes • Small file support performance optimization added for Pound

To increase performance, Pound now flushes the headers to the back end as 
soon as they are received. 
Changes Added in Lattus 3.2.1 5
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Also, if this connection is new and the back end has an aggressive first-byte 
time-out, this prevents the back-end from timing out when a client has a 
long delay between headers and body.

• 5% of blockstore disk space is now reserved for root

When creating file systems for the blockstores, 5% of the total disk space 
was reserved for the root user by default. The storage daemon runs as user 
'dssdaemon', and cannot use this space.

This threshold has been changed to 1% to make the disk usage more space-
efficient, because 5% on 3 TB drives is a considerable amount of unused disk 
space. This change applies to both freshly installed and upgraded 
environments.

• OSMI now shows the small file policy associated with a namespace

You can now also see the small file policies in OSMI when using the option 
to “list all namespaces.”

• Failed jobs are now retained longer than seven days

The cleanup policy has been enhanced so that failed jobs are no longer 
removed by default.

• The rate for checking blockstore.id presence has been increased

During a reboot, when the storage daemon starts and the file systems have 
not yet finished mounting, one or more blockstores may be missing. 
Previously the storage daemon checked for blockstores once every two 
hours, but this interval has been increased to every five minutes.

• All resource managers, lru pools and thread pools now report their 
usage statistics

Additional information is now logged in the client, storage and 
maintenance agent daemons, which provides better troubleshooting.

• DSS daemon default settings is now tuned for a six-rack environment

For freshly installed systems, the client daemon, storage daemon and MA 
agents settings are tuned for a six-rack environment.

Smaller environments must have different settings for optimal performance. 
For more information, refer to the Tuning section in the Lattus Service 
Reference Guide.

• There is now an event for abnormal log file growth

An event is now generated on abnormally large log files (256 MB and larger) 
because they could indicate the following:

• a wrong configuration of a daemon (daemon in debug mode, 
configuration issue in network connection pooling, ...). a log file 
running full with errors.

• a Denial of Service attack opening connections to one of the interfaces.

• When starting and stopping all servers, the qshell extension now 
displays its status in the stdout

In previous Lattus versions, starting and stopping all servers using the 
following code displayed the status of the servers on the stdout while 
stopping/starting them.
6 Changes Added in Lattus 3.2.1
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Beginning with release 3.2.1, the commands are now executed silently 
without displaying the server status on the stdout. These actions (and any 
possible errors) can be found in the following log:

/opt/qbase3/var/log/pylabslogs/autostart.log

• The database on the SSD is now defragmented prior to backup

In version 3.2.0, running an optimize on the backup.db (residing on the 
HDD) ran at a speed of 400 KiB/s. If this database exceeded 100 GiB, this 
task could take several days.

Beginning with version 3.2.1, the database is defragmented (on the SSD) 
prior to making the backup, greatly reducing the total time required for 
optimization.

• The upgrade start time is now added to log file name

Previously, the upgrade script applied only the start date to the name of 
the log file. So if you ran the upgrade twice on the same day, the same 
log would be re-used.

The log file now also includes the start time added to its name to make 
it more unique.

• Handling is improved for deleted namespaces

The following optimizations have been incorporated:

• when reassigning a master, the number of deleted namespaces is now 
taken into account.

• monitor_storage_pool and repair_start_crawl no longer iterates 
over the deleted namespaces.

• Reserved task logging improved

Previously, each repair task logged three lines of task information instead of 
one. The two least informative lines have been removed.

Changes Added in Lattus 3.3.0

This section describes the changes incorporated into the Lattus 3.3.0 version.

Performance Changes • Support for 5,000,000 users and namespaces

There is now support for 5,000,000 users and namespaces instead of 5,000. 
Consequently, a new directory structure is created on the blockstores.

When upgrading to Lattus 3.3.0, the existing data in the blockstores is 
gradually moved into the new directory structure over a period of 180 days.

• Bandwidth can be limited for performance testing

A new parameter allows you to limit the bandwidth when executing the 
performance scripts for validating an installation. 
Changes Added in Lattus 3.3.0 7
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• Improved security added to the erase function

Some disks require “security-erase-enhanced” to perform a secure erase. 
The security erase function in Lattus 3.3.0 now checks if “security-erase-
enhanced” can be performed. If so, this type of secure erase is executed.

• A default timeout is set on connections to the SMTP server

When sending an email without setting a timeout upon initializing the 
connection to the SMTP server, you risk running out of file descriptors.

In Lattus 3.3.0 there is a default timeout set to 120 seconds when sending 
an email.

• Maintenance agents can be added to existing storage nodes

Maintenance agents can now be added to existing storage nodes to reduce 
the repair time

• Parameter added to /opt/qbase3/cfg/qconfig/main.cfg to indicate the 
node type

The parameter nodetype was added to /opt/qbase3/cfg/qconfig/
main.cfg. This parameter improves the upgrade procedure.

CMC Changes • The CMC shows the  internal port for S3 and AXR (REST) client daemons

When opening the S3 or AXR details, there is now an overview of the ports 
used (both internal and external) by the client daemons.

• The number of disks on the CMC dashboard is displayed differently

In previous Lattus releases, the number disks on the dashboard could be 
confusing. Beginning with Lattus 3.3.0, only the degraded and 
decommissioned disks are shown on the dashboard.

• A degraded disk can now be decommissioned from the details page

It is now possible to decommission a degraded disk from its detail page. (In 
earlier Lattus versions you could decommission a degraded disk only from 
the Degraded Disks Overview page.)

Monitoring and 
Logging Changes

• The log collector no longer lists users and namespaces

The log collector no longer lists users and namespaces, because doing this 
could cause significant Lattus performance loss.

• The log collector now retrieves the autostart_wait_for_partitions.log 
and autostart.log files

As part of the PyLabs collection, the log collector also retrieves the 
autostart.log and autostart_wait_for_partitions.log files.

• Delete operations are logged in Maintenance Agent logs

The maintenance agent logs now include the results of delete operations 
with enough information to correlate to a user's object or bucket.
8 Changes Added in Lattus 3.3.0
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• Progress of long running jobs can be monitored

For long running monitoring jobs, (for example, at Carbonite crawling a 
300M namespace takes about 16 hours), you can follow the progress in the 
storage daemon files. By default, for every 100,000 entries three lines are 
added to the log file:

repair manager: delete crawl: namespace %s: processed %d objects

repair manager: repair crawl: namespace %s: processed %d objects

repair manager: wiping namespace %s: removed %s objects

• The correct monitor storage pool data information is now retrieved

Previously, when retrieving the monitor storage pool data, outdated 
information was provided even after executing a monitor namespace. The 
way to retrieve the updated information is described in KB article BSP036.

Namespace Changes • The number of namespaces and DSS users is no longer counted

The monitoring agent no longer counts the number of namespaces and DSS 
users.

• Affected namespaces are not mentioned in event messages

The monitoring agent no longer shows affected namespaces in event 
messages.

• The Namespace Detail page now contains the storage policy name and 
metastore name

In earlier Lattus versions the detail page of a namespace contained only the 
IDs of the storage policy and metastore. Beginning in Lattus 3.3.0, the 
names of the storage policy and metastore are included.

Miscellaneous Changes • Unused racks and data centers can be removed

It is possible to remove unused racks and data centers, as long as there are 
no machines registered to those racks and data centers.

• Lattus 3.2.1 is required to upgrade to version 3.3.0

You must be at Lattus 3.2.1 to upgrade to 3.3.0.

• Less information shown during a repair task

During a repair task, the storage daemon provided irrelevant information in 
the logs. The information is no longer added to the log files.

• The MAC address of a machine is now displayed during OS installation

During an installation, the machine name, which includes the MAC address, 
is now shown in the job description. This makes it easier to debug in case of 
an installation failure.

• Markers do not require a prefix

When retrieving long lists via the API, markers and prefixes can be provided. 
Beginning with Lattus 3.3.0, the marker no longer requires a prefix.
Changes Added in Lattus 3.3.0 9
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• Updating storage pool data can no longer be done in real time

The storage pool data is no longer updated after a monitor namespace 
execution. If you need the real time storage pool data, you can get them via 
the monitor master execution. The monitor master gathers all master 
statistics, but these are updated only after every crawl of the corresponding 
daemon.

• There is a new sandbox for DSS binaries

A new Q-Package was created for DSS, which includes a new compiler and 
libraries.

• New DSS method added to indicate a metastore as Full

When an object metastore reaches a certain level of storage, DSS can set the 
metastore to “Full.” When an object metastore is set as Full, you can no 
longer add objects, but you can still perform repair and delete operations.

Compatibility

This Quantum Lattus release is compatible with the following devices:

• Lattus C10 Controller Nodes

• Lattus S10 Storage Nodes

• Lattus A10 Access Node

• Quantum StorNext M662 Metadata Appliance (or other MDC)

This release has been certified on the following switches:

• Lattus Rack Switch

• Lattus System Switch 

• Lattus Interconnect Switch

Lattus-D Compatibility As mentioned previously, the Lattus-D product is initially qualified for use with 
the CommVault Simpana 10 Cloud Connector technology when using the S3 
protocol to communicate.

Lattus/StorNext 
Compatibility

Lattus 3.1.4, 3.2.1 and 3.3.0 are compatible with StorNext 4.7.
10 Compatibility
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Supported Lattus Upgrades

This section describes supported paths when upgrading to Lattus 3.2.1 and/or 
Lattus 3.3.0.

Upgrading to Lattus 
3.2.1

An upgrade to Lattus 3.2.1 from the following releases is supported:

• 3.1.0

• 3.1.1

• 3.1.2

• 3.1.3

• 3.1.4

• 3.2.0

Note: After upgrading to Lattus 3.2.1, you MUST upgrade to Lattus 3.3.0. You 
cannot remain on Lattus 3.2.1.

Upgrading to Lattus 
3.3.0

An upgrade to Lattus 3.3.0 is supported only from Lattus 3.2.1. You cannot 
upgrade directly from Lattus 2.5.x, 3.0.x or 3.1.x versions.

For customers in Lattus 3.0.x environments, you must first upgrade to version 
3.1.x and then to 3.2.1. After those upgrades complete successfully,   you can 
upgrade to version 3.3.0.
Supported Lattus Upgrades 11
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Lattus Browser Support

The following table shows the Web browsers that are supported by this Lattus 
release.

Lattus Multi-Geo Parameters

If you have a Lattus Multi-Geo configuration, before using Lattus you must add 
certain parameters to the [http] section of all /opt/qbase3/cfg/dss/
clientdaemons/*.cfg files in order to avoid encountering various issues. After 
making these changes, you must restart client daemons for these configuration 
changes to take effect. 

For details and instructions about adding these parameters, refer to the Lattus 
Installation Guide.
12 Lattus Browser Support
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Resolved Issues For Lattus 3.2.1

The section describes the issues that were fixed in the Lattus 3.2.1 release.

Installation and 
Upgrade Issues

Issue Description

AMIF-1222: Management node status showed 
RUNNING before running initial configuration.

If you installed a management node but did not run 
the initialization, the node falsely showed the status 
RUNNING. The correct status, CONFIGURED, now 
appears.

AMIF-2739 Installation failed because RPC services 
used ports used by other services.

When installing a node, the RPC service might use a 
port reserved for rsync services. This service is 
essential in the installation process. When the port is 
in use, the rsync service cannot be started, so the 
installation fails. Restarting the installation would 
most likely succeed because the port allocation is a 
randomized process. By using port reservation, this 
situation is now avoided.

AMIF-2868: A newly installed management node 
showed incorrect usage percentage.

A freshly installed management node showed an 
incorrect storage usage of -1% in the CMC instead of 
0%. The usage percentage is now shown correctly.

AMIF-3215: Initializing a node failed while applying 
partition template on disk.

The initialization no longer uses findfs (find file 
system) in any of the actors, because this could 
return older labels if the disk was used in a previous 
installation.

AMIF-3262: Initial configuration hung while waiting 
for md5 to synchronize. 

At the beginning of pmachine initialization, RAID 
synchronization was disabled. Due to a code bug, a 
“RUNNING” node configuring drp waited for a sync 
that would never occur.

AMIF-3506: No swap space was enabled after node 
installation.

After the node is installed and rebooted, a note was 
displayed saying that no swap space was available, 
even though the partitions and labels were available.

AU-279: When no options were provided, the apply 
patch script returned irrelevant information.

When providing no options, the apply package script 
returned useless and duplicate lines of text. The script 
now returns the following error message:
Wrong patch name provided [None]. Use -l to 
see available patch names.

AU-303: Decommissioned machines were not 
ignored by the upgrade.

Decommissioned nodes are now ignored when 
applying an upgrade.
Resolved Issues For Lattus 3.2.1 13
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Put, Get and Repair 
Operation Issues

AU-307: Upgrade restarted DSS even if DSS upgrade 
was completed on previous run.

The 3.2.1 upgrade did not acknowledge the correct 
upgrade procedure for DSS because it was 
implemented for the 3.1.0 upgrades.
The upgrade for DSS is now done the same way it 
was implemented for 3.1.0.

AU-335: Patch upgrade contained duplicate screen 
output lines.

The duplicate lines have been removed.

AU-336: Applying a patch caused the system to sleep 
5 minutes for every node.

If the upgrade was run without first specifying the -r 
option (not restarting client daemons) and then was 
run again while specifying the -r option (to only 
restart the client daemons), the patch would cause a 
five-minute sleep on each node.
The upgrade patch script has been updated and no 
longer has the -r option, preventing this issue from 
occurring.

Issue Description

Issue Description

DSS-626: Before repairing, there should be a check to 
see if there is a valid spread before downloading 
checkblocks.

For environments with a limited amount of 
blockstores repairs that could not succeed because 
no valid spread was generated, the repair would start 
downloading checkblocks and then fail.
The repair engine now prevents taking iops for 
operations that will fail.

DSS-648: Cannot rename an object to match a 
previously deleted object.

It is now possible to give an object the same name as 
a previously deleted object.

DSS-872: Invalid use of append_sb: clean repair is 
required.

Objects that were created in a namespace that had 
an empty safety strategy could not be repaired. This 
issue has been fixed.

DSS-1086: Monitoring did not occur for a namespace 
being repaired.

As long as repair tasks were happening, the monitor 
namespace was not triggered.

DSS-1158: Canceling a GET had a high chance of 
causing a superblock_mem_limit leak.

Cleanup is now properly handled when canceling a 
GET request (broken pipe), so this 
superblock_mem_limit leak no longer occurs.

DSS-1176: Puts failed when there was a tarpitted 
storage node and the number of nodes was less than 
or equal to the spread.

An entire put no longer fails because a single 
superblock times out. Progress is now allowed based 
on the actual upload state.
14 Resolved Issues For Lattus 3.2.1
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Lattus S3 Interface 
Issues

DSS-1194: The repair crawl loop failed every time it 
was started on some of the storage daemons.

Some of the objects with a low disk safety were not 
repaired. Due to an error, their master storage 
daemons entered a state where they continuously 
failed to run the repair crawl.
The cause of the error has been fixed.

DSS-1220: Repair process slow due to maintenance 
agents on the master storage node.

When the maintenance agent could not repair an 
object (for example, if not enough blockstores were 
available), it quieted the job and waited for the next 
iteration (by default 900 seconds later). This slowed 
down the repair process.

DSS-1261: Repair of object failed with “invalid use 
of append_sb”.

Before executing a repair task, there is now a check 
to see if the policy has changed. If so, the repair type 
is changed to a clean repair.

DSS-1311: Puts using the python perf script hung. Using the perf script sometimes resulted in a 
deadlock. This deadlock has been fixed.

DSS-1313: Response Header Overrides must be 
implemented for all GET operations.

The Response Header overrides were implemented 
only when NO range headers were specified. These 
are now more generic so that they work for all GET 
operations.

AMIF-3144: Sub-optimal networking drivers used in 
DCOS lead to intermittent failures.

Under heavy load, outdated Intel network drivers 
could cause either re-transmits or, in the worst case, 
controller hangs. Drivers have been updated to 
relieve this problem.

DSS-1252: HTTP 500 error occurred if concurrent 
threads created Lattus users.

The code has been optimized to ensure multiple 
threads can create users without generating HTTP 
500 errors.

DSS-1326: Canceled blockstores were never 
blacklisted.

It took 60 seconds for a put command to time out, 
and after that a new put again had a chance of using 
that same bad blockstore. This meant that a single 
bad blockstore could slow down the system 
significantly.
A blockstore now times out after a command 
timeout is also blacklisted.

Issue Description

Issue Description

DSS-1092: S3: range GET did not include the E-Tag. Lattus now follows the Amazon S3 implementation, 
always returning the Etag of the whole object (MD5), 
even if only a small range was specified.
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DSS-1184: S3 list buckets' objects calls with prefix 
failed if the delimiter is not given.

This failure no longer occurs.

DSS-1186: It was possible to create buckets with 
names which violate Amazon S3 rules.

Beginning with Lattus 3.2, Amazon’s rules for bucket 
names (as described in: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/
AmazonS3/2006-03-01/dev/BucketRestrictions.html) 
are followed.

DSS-1189: S3 GET Bucket response had a “Delimiter” 
tag although no “delimiter” parameter was sent in 
the request.

Unlike Amazon S3, Lattus S3 always returned a 
“Delimiter”, even if there was no delimiter tag was 
set in the request.
The behavior of S3 has been updated to be similar to 
Amazon S3’s.

DSS-1213: GET Service returned the Owner's 
DisplayName as the value of the Owner ID.

When you made a GET Service (List all buckets) 
request using the Lattus S3 interface, the response 
returned the Owner's DisplayName (username) as the 
value for both the owner's DisplayName and ID. 
This was inconsistent with the Amazon AWS S3 
interface, which differentiates between the 
DisplayName and ID.

DSS-1214: PUT Bucket request with a 
“LocationConstraint” returned two HTTP responses.

When trying to make a PUT Bucket request with a 
dummy “LocationConstraint”, Lattus returned both 
an http 200 “OK” message and an http 501 “Not 
implemented” message.
The “Not implemented” message is no longer 
returned.

DSS-1225: Incorrect response when attempting basic 
auth on AXR REST API.

When a client attempted authentication using basic 
auth, Lattus responded with a “400 Invalid Digest 
Keyword” message when it should have answered 
with “401 Unauthorized”, together with the WWW-
Authenticate header.

DSS-1234: GET, HEAD and DELETE requests to an 
unauthorized or non-existent bucket failed without 
sending any HTTP Response to the requesting client

Trying to call a GET, HEAD or DELETE on a bucket that 
either does not exist or for which the connecting user 
does not have the sufficient permissions, resulted in 
the S3 Interface not bailing out with an exception 
and not replying back to the requesting client with 
any correct HTTP responses.

DSS-1240: Pre-signed PUT request succeeded even 
after the expiration time passed.

The previous behavior of the S3 interface made it 
possible for someone who had captured the URL to 
freely upload/overwrite the object at any time 
desired. This is no longer possible.

DSS-1241: The S3 copy feature failed if there was no 
“/” before the source bucket name, although 
Amazon AWS accepts it.

When you used the Lattus S3 interface to execute a 
PUT Object Copy request, if the “x-amz-copy-
source” was sent without an “/” before the bucket 
name the request would fail.
This now works, similar to Amazon AWS.

Issue Description
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DSS-1242: The S3 Copy feature did not return 
“LastModified” in the correct format.

The date returned was “Tue, 14 May 2013 
08:08:28 GMT”. It is now correctly returned in the 
format “2013-05-14T08:09:34.000Z”.

DSS-1245: When copying an object using the S3 
interface, its user-defined metadata was not copied.

The user-defined metadata is now copied.

DSS-1249: Disabling S3 bucket ops worked 
incorrectly.

When the S3 bucket ops access was disabled in the 
client daemon, buckets could still be listed, but not 
the files in the buckets.
This now works the opposite way, as intended.

DSS-1254: Errors 400/500/...  should return content 
length.

“Content-Length” and “Connection: close” 
headers are now added to error responses.

DSS-1257: Sending a PUT request with a wrong MD5 
checksum raised the expected Invalid_digest error 
response, but the object was still added to the DSS 
back-end.

This happened because the MD5 checksum was done 
only after the PUT was finished in S3.
Now, when the MD5 checksum is incorrect, the PUT is 
no longer completed.

DSS-1270: Copying with the “COPY” x-amz-metadata-
directive using the same name in the same bucket 
succeeded, although it should not be allowed.

Copying an object to itself is now allowed only when 
“x-amz-metadata-directive: 'REPLACE'” is used. 
In other cases, an error code is returned.

DSS-1309: Virtual Host calling format was not 
working in S3 calls.

Lattus's S3 implementation supported only Sub-
domain calling format and Path style requests, but 
not the virtual host calling format.

DSS-1267: Pre-signed GET request must be able to 
set content disposition and content type for the 
response.

This is now supported.

DSS-1260: Getting a range of bytes outside the file 
size range through S3 returned the entire file instead 
of an InvalidRange error. 

When comparing the result of the S3 requests using 
“Range” header with S3 Amazon, we identified that 
if the range request lies outside the object size range, 
different behavior than Amazon S3 is demonstrated.
Lattus's S3 implementation returned the entire 
object, while Amazon returns an HTTP “416 
Requested range not satisfiable” error.

DSS-1335: 5000 namespace limit kept counting 
deleted namespaces.

Deleted namespaces are no longer counted towards 
this limit.

AMIF-3531: Enable S3 job failed in an environment 
that had a decommissioned CPU node.

Enabling S3 on an environment that has a 
decommissioned controller node failed and would 
work only if the node was replaced successfully.

Issue Description
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CMC Issues

Monitoring Issues

Issue Description

AMIF-2737: Event timestamps timezone was 
inconsistent in the events grid and events details 
pages.

The timestamps were inconsistent in the two screens 
when accessing the CMC from a browser that uses a 
different timezone from where the environment is 
located.

AMIF-3201: LAN wizard did not complain if the 
network IP was entered as a start IP.

The LAN wizard in the CMC did not prevent you from 
using the network IP as a start IP, which could cause 
many issues. This is no longer allowed.

AMIF-3158: CMC became unresponsive around 6:30 
AM (server time).

The reporting tool started a lot of processes and 
unnecessarily used an internal cloudapi call, which 
caused heavy resource usage, leading into temporary 
unavailability of the CMC.

AMIF-3208: “Edit LAN” required the gateway to be 
inside the start-end IP range.

When the gateway on a LAN in the CMC changes to 
be an IP outside of the IP range, this resulted in a 
validation error.

AMIF-3284: In the namespace create wizard, the 
check for the new namespace name already existing 
did not work properly.

The check on previous namespaces did not work 
correctly if more than 20 namespaces were present.

AMIF-3460: If there are multiple SSDs, Lattus 
shouldn't allow extending metastores on the same 
node.

The CMC wizard has been corrected to prevent this 
from happening.

Issue Description

AMIF-2710: Monitoring agent kept trying to get a 
cloud API connection, even if no connectivity is 
available.

Now a single event is raised notifying that there is no 
cloud API connection, and the monitor agent no 
longer keeps trying to obtain a connection.

AMIF-2927: After failing disk apply partition template 
job, there was no way for the disk to automatically 
re-initialize.

The disk ID in the model was updated before running 
the initialize job. This prevented the monitoring 
agent from detecting that there is a new disk instead 
of an initialized one.

AMIF-2937: After rebooting a storage node, 
monitoring agent complained about mount points 
not mounted.

The auto-start has been updated to use a retry 
mechanism that waits a maximum of two minutes 
for all partitions to be mounted before starting the 
rest of the services.

AMIF-3014: A storage daemon that reached the 
maximum number of configured open file descriptors 
went unnoticed.

At 95% of the maximum number of file descriptors, a 
new event is triggered to warn the user.
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AMIF-3083: Monitoring agent errors were generated 
when a failed disk disappears.

The monitoring agent parses the dmesg errors and 
tries to get the disk information for sdl. This fails with 
KeyError.

AMIF-3172: Monitoring agent ignored increase open 
file descriptors for Arakoon.

The monitoring agent has been updated to obtain 
the open file descriptors from the Arakoon 
configuration file so that it triggers events at the 
correct number.

AMIF-3187: Degraded metastore events were not 
raised after decommissioning a controller node 
(when the node could not be stopped).

The software has been updated so that all stopped 
nodes no longer report a degraded state.

AMIF-3222: SNMP traps did not always contain 
enough details to identify the source of an event.

The source machine is now included by default in the 
snmp trap.

AMIF-3244: The log collector trigger log showed 
errors, while logs were correctly retrieved.

The log_collector_trigger failed to find some 
uploaded files in the namespace because it only 
searched 100 objects, which could result in random 
unnecessary warnings or errors.

AMIF-3295: There was a discrepancy between the 
actual and historical storage pool used capacity.

When saving the storage daemon information, the 
Lattus software ignored only the abandoned nodes, 
neglecting decommissioned nodes. This could cause 
a discrepancy.

AMIF-3328: A timeout for check_ports actions should 
be included.

This occurred on a system in a a hung state which 
was pingable and therefore considered running. No 
command returned success, including an ssh to the 
box (no console). When attempting to add new S3 
interfaces in this environment, the job to check ports 
on the hung node hung for hours. 
A timeout has been added to prevent this situation.

AMIF-3363: Monitor agent possible discrepancy with 
the partition used capacity percentage.

The disk full events are now triggered at the correct 
percentages of disk capacity.

AMIF-3271: Monitoring agent should validate the 
running Arakoon configuration with the desired 
state.

When a metastore change happened and the storage 
node was offline at that time, it would not receive 
the new desired configuration. So, when a master 
was chosen that was part of that new configuration, 
the storage daemons and the Monitoring Agents no 
longer functioned on that node.
When a node boots, the current Arakoon 
configuration versus the desired configuration is now 
checked and corrected, if necessary.

AMIF-3274: “Checkblocks exceeds threshold” 
events were raised during every monitoring run 
without checking the status.

Lattus now first checks if the status is already set to 
read-only.

Issue Description
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Supportability Issues

Pound Issues

AMIF-3518: Metastore database partition usage 
reached 100% before the node was stopped.

The percentages of all triggered events (WARNING/
ERROR/CRITICAL) of the metastore database have 
been updated to ensure the node is stopped before 
the partition usage reaches 100%.

AMIF-3533: An event about the metastore not having 
enough servers was not raised after 
decommissioning a CPU node.

Lattus has been improved to trigger the right event if 
a metastore is degraded due to decommissioning a 
node.

AMIF-3547: If all services are down, it could take up 
to 1 hour to restart them.

Previously, when all services were put down, users 
had to wait for several runs of the 
aggregateStoragepool policy until all services would 
actually start working again.
Lattus has been improved so that users don't have to 
wait an hour (or several runs of this policy) until all 
core services are started again.

Issue Description

Issue Description

AMIF-3097: Monitor agent should not fail on empty 
clusters.

When running the Arakoon qshell extension to get a 
cluster, the extension creates the default 
configuration entries for the name specified. It 
effectively creates an empty cluster with the name 
provided.
The monitor agent is now able to handle and ignore 
empty clusters instead of failing on them as it did in 
previous versions.

AMIF-3486: After upgrading to Lattus 3.1.4, the 
dashboard wasn't updated with the storage pool 
information.

The error “total_private_used_memory” is 
triggered, due to the fact that the system creates 
configuration files for a non-existing Arakoon 
metastore.
This error is triggered by an operator using the qshell 
while trying to obtain access to a non-existing 
metastore (typically by making a typo in the 
metastore name).

Issue Description

AMIF-3069: pound.log was not rotated correctly. Manually rotating the pound log resulted in errors, 
because this code would rotate the log to the wrong 
location.
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Failover Issues

Various Issues

AMIF-3070: dhcpd.log and pound.log were removed 
during log rotation and not re-created.

This log file is now re-created after rotation, using a 
logrotate postscript.

AMIF-3251: Uploading public certificate files made 
the CMC unaccessible.

In the CMC, if public certificate files were previously 
uploaded instead of private ones, the CMC validation 
could pass. If this happened, after restarting the 
Pound application, the CMC was unaccessible.

AMIF-3260: Pound should be restarted when a new 
certificate is uploaded.

When uploading a new certificate after an old one 
has expired or is about to expire, Pound is now 
restarted to pick up the new certificate.

Issue Description

Issue Description

AMIF-3058: Monitor agent was removed from auto-
start during failover with the old management node 
running.

After failover, the monitoring agent is now added to 
the start list (if it is not already there).

AMIF-3548: Failover restarted all running services on 
the old management node (if still running).

Running a failover with the old management node 
still running restarted all active services on the old 
management node (except the disabled ones, such as 
wfe, postgres, etc.)
The disabled services are now stopped, and the other 
ones keep running.

Issue Description

AMIF-1233: Time in kernel logs differed from the 
local time.

This happened when changing time zones. To 
prevent this from happening, the syslog is now 
restarted as part of updating the time zone.

AMIF-3240: /opt/qbase3/var/tmp was not linked to /
mnt/sandboxtmp.

In the Lattus 3.1.x releases, /opt/qbase3/var/tmp was 
not linked to /mnt/sandboxtmp, although 
sandboxtmp is mounted.

AMIF-2716: Health check still reported on DSSVOL 
disks and Disk snapshots.

These two lines have been removed.

AMIF-3024: After shutting down a data center, the 
services were not started correctly.

This was due to the postgresql which was trying to 
start before the partition was mounted. An update in 
the autostart now prevents this situation from 
happening.

AMIF-3067: Diagnosing a disk failed when one of the 
partitions was not mounted.

This no longer fails, as it is a valid situation.
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AMIF-3103: Health check should pass if all interfaces 
are not connected.

Even when not all interfaces are connected, the 
health check will now complete.

AMIF-3149: Defragment metastore policy failed if 
defragmenting one of the metastores fails.

If one of the object metastores has no master, when 
the “Defragment metastore” policy runs, it fails at 
the metastore without the master.
Because of this, the other metastores were not 
defragmented.

AMIF-3159: A non-empty disk was detected as 
empty.

The partitions key was never set when detecting a 
non-empty disk. Because of this, any disk was 
interpreted as an empty disk.

AMIF-3167: /var/log/wtmp missing on 3.1 
installations.

/var/log/wtmp is used to diagnose when and how 
customer systems have been shut down, and is 
necessary on all systems.
This log was somehow removed during the OS 
upgrade in Lattus 3.1. This log is once again present 
in 3.2.

AMIF-3183: Should allow change of sender's e-mail in 
OSMI SMTP tester.

In addition to the “To: address,” it is now possible to 
also specify the “From: address” to ensure that mail 
gets through all SMTP servers.

AMIF-3189: Cache daemon partitions ran out of 
inodes when storing millions of small files.

This was due to downloading / uploading large 
numbers of small files. There are now sufficient 
inodes (1 per 4 KiB) to prevent this from happening.

AMIF-3203: A private LAN switch failure lead to 
metastores that are running but have not elected a 
master between them.

This has been fixed with the upgraded Arakoon 
version 1.6.

AMIF-3211: Some files didn't appear to be syncing on 
storage nodes, and became empty after power loss.

Lattus now does a periodic sync on the file systems of 
all storage nodes.

DSS-1112: The blockstore.id was missing or empty 
after installation.

This file could become lost due to not being properly 
synced to the disk after the installation.

AMIF-3217: Object metastore experienced fatal error 
during run-time, “update <#>, store @ <higher #> 
don't fit”.

This issue is fixed in the new Arakoon, version 1.6.

AMIF-3287: A full root partition on a controller that 
was a metastore master left the cluster masterless.

These masterless cluster conditions are caused by 
race-conditions. This issue has been solved in the new 
version of Arakoon (1.6).

AMIF-3306: Update nsswitch.conf in OS template. There were some issues with the default 
configuration of the nsswitch config file when 
running the getpwnam function. The configuration 
file has been updated to resolve this issue.

Issue Description
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AMIF-3318: The default gateway and virtual IPs were 
missing after reboot.

Rebooting a controller with root disks that are under 
load could lead to a situation where, after a reboot, 
the default gateway was missing.
Environments that approach the controllers over a 
routed network, were affected.

AMIF-3337: Metastore initialize_clients didn't inform 
the user if initializing a client failed.

The user is now notified if one or more initialize jobs 
failed.

AMIF-3437: Health check required user input if no 
DSS policies were created.

If there were no DSS policies created before 
upgrading, the health check would attempt creating 
a temporary policy to test DSS. (This required user 
input.)
Now, if no default policy is found, the DSS Put test is 
aborted and the health check continues.

AMIF-3458: OSMI didn't allow removing all 
permissions for a user on a namespace.

When previously trying to remove permissions for 
user on a namespace, OSMI failed.

AMIF-3487: Rebooted management node lost the 
“brd” address for virtual IPs of its storage networks.

This issue has been addressed.

DSS-1195: The client daemon to cache node 
connections leaked if the cache daemon timed out 
the connection.

The connection leak has been fixed in the remote 
cache cluster check.

DSS-498: Geo-Aware repair took only abandoned 
blockstores into account.

Lattus does not abandon blockstores, but 
decommissions them. Geo-Aware repair now takes 
into account decommissioned blockstores.

DSS-982: Spread generator did not choose the 
longest incomplete spread.

If it is impossible to generate a full spread, the spread 
generator will try to generate an incomplete spread, 
starting with the most stringent hierarchy rules.
Until now, by default it stops and returns the first 
non-empty spread it finds, even if this is not the 
longest possible spread.

DSS-1039: A single bad disk could exhaust a storage 
daemon.

Previously, there was no protection against client 
daemons and maintenance agents making too many 
connections. Also, the transfer thread pool had a 
limited amount of threads, causing a slow disk to 
exhaust all of them.

DSS-1217: Client daemon web interface failed to sort 
by name, size, or last modified in 3.1.

If you looked at the client daemons HTTP interface 
and listed objects of a specific namespace, clicking on 
“Name”, “Last Modified” or “Size” (to sort them), 
resulted in an “HTTP 500" response (internal server 
error).
These items can no longer be clicked, thus preventing 
this error.

DSS-1218: Restarting a cache daemon failed with 
insufficient space (partition too small).

To prevent this issue from occurring, the cache 
daemon entry sizes are now padded to a file system 
block size.

Issue Description
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DSS-1100: Storage daemons died when the 
env_metastore had no master.

The storage daemons were not able to cope with the 
situation of a masterless env_metastore cluster and 
had to be restarted after this event. The software has 
been fixed so that these daemons keep on running.

DSS-1269: Sometimes the entire HTTP request body is 
logged in Debug mode.

In the case where files were uploaded to the DSS 
server after the server nonce expired, the content of 
the body was fully written under “request entity 
body” to the log file.

AMIF-3114: An application server restart or reload 
might wipe the content of its .cfg file.

On each reload, the whole configuration file was 
rewritten to ensure that the correct agent guid was 
applied when doing agent registration, sometimes 
causing the configuration file to be completely wiped 
as a result. This prevented the application server from 
starting up further.
Lattus has been updated to register only the agent 
guid the first time upon agent registration, 
preventing this situation from happening again.

AMIF-3485: Arakoon node stop did not properly 
close tlogs.

This issue has been fixed in Arakoon version 1.6.1, 
included in the Lattus 3.2.1 upgrade patch.

AMIF-3488: Rebooting a data center failed if there 
were racks without framework Arakoon nodes.

If you rebooted your data center and a rack had no 
controller nodes, the reboot failed. This no longer 
occurs.

AMIF-3513: When reinitializing the Arakoon service, 
backup of DB to sandboxtmp filled the partition.

When a disk is replaced, if that disk had tlogs the disk 
replacement script had the Arakoon TC databases 
moved to a backup location on the following 
location: /mnt/sandboxtmp
This could cause storage problems for that backup, 
because the sandboxtmp is only 50 GIB.
To be in line with the backup strategy used for 
Arakoon auto recovery and tlog collapsing, the 
database is now stored on the _metastorebackup 
namespace instead.

AMIF-3536: Services were not auto-restarted on 
storage node after decommissioning a disk and 
wiping another disk.

The services are now auto-restarted.

AMIF-3565: Collapse tlog policy failed if Arakoon 
compressed tlog while policy is running.

There was a problem with the process flow of tlog 
collapsing in which the tlogs were not backed up if 
any additional .tlf files were created between the 
moment of doing the file listing and the time the 
database was backed up.
The order of this flow has been re-arranged to ensure 
the tlog will always be backed up during this process.

Issue Description
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Resolved Issues For Lattus 3.3.0

The section describes the issues that were fixed in the Lattus 3.3.0 release.

Installation Issues

AMIF-3566: A failure when starting tftp after reboot 
caused other services not being started.

In the rare situation where tftp would not start after 
rebooting the management node, certain services 
would not start, including the monitoring agent.
Lattus now ensures that all core services will not fail, 
even if tftp does not start for some reason.

AMIF-3610: Inline compression of the head.db was 
too slow.

When a copy of the metadata is stored in the 
_metastorebackup namespace, it is compressed for 
storage-efficiency reasons. The compression was 
done within the python scripts using python zlib 
compression.
This proved to be too slow and has been changed to 
a separate process using gzip.

Issue Description

Issue Description

AMIF-3119: Remote node installation showed disks 
on which Lattus will be installed

The installation script for installing a remote node 
now indicates the target disks with two asterisks (**) 
in the list of available disks, instead of indicating “the 
first two disks,” which was sometimes incorrect.

AMIF-3808: Daemons stopped logging while running During installation it was possible for daemons to 
lose track of their log file descriptors in a post-
initialization step, which made those daemons stop 
logging even though they are running.
In Lattus 3.3.0, the affected daemons are forced to 
reopen their log file.

AMIF-3761: Arakoon node failed to start with the 
error, “FSM BAILED (run_election) due to 
uncaught exception Failure(“mismatch”)”

This might occur when adding Arakoon nodes to a 
one-node Arakoon cluster. A new Arakoon version is 
included in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3078: Setting the time zone failed when the 
storage node clock was ahead of the actual date/time

When the hardware clock of a storage node is 24 
hours ahead of the actual date/time, the initialization 
of the storage node failed when setting the time 
zone.
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S3 REST Interface Issues

Failover Issues

Monitoring Issues

Issue Description

DSS-1328: MIME type was incorrectly returned for an 
object with an object name ending in “/”

Fixed issue for S3 using an AXR method that 
determines the MIME type from the basename path.

DSS-1394: An object ending with %2F, URL encoded 
forward slash was incorrectly handled

Cyberduck uses an URL encoded forward slash when 
putting a directory object. This type of object is now 
correctly handled by the Lattus S3 interface.

Issue Description

AMIF-192: Failover could be executed only to nodes 
with the same disk layout

A failover can be executed only to nodes that have 
the same number of hard disks and at least one solid 
state drive.

AMIF-3770: Failover failed due to a missing virtual IP 
configuration

The failover restores the configuration file from 
Arakoon, which makes it possible for a truncated 
virtual IP configuration to be restored.
This issue is resolved in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3797: Running multiple failover processes 
simultaneously on the same node not allowed

Lattus 3.3.0 has a built-in mechanism that makes it 
impossible to execute a failover process on the same 
node when a failover is already running.

Issue Description

DSS-1449: Logging the back-end thread of LRUPool 
available only in debug mode

An error is logged when the back-end thread of 
LRUPool quits unexpectedly.

AMIF-386: Error in SNMP trap message The SNMP trap message for PSU failed (“No snmp 
trap notifications will be sent for this 
event type for the next 60.0 Hours:...”) 
mentioned “Hours.” This has been changed to 
“Minutes”.

AMIF-3858: Monitoring agent raised an event for 
empty clusters

An empty cluster is not a reason for the monitor 
agent to raise an event. This is fixed in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3860: SNMP event traps were not sent This issue is fixed in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3717: A file system error generated on a non-
RAID partition was not set as degraded

In Lattus 3.3.0, a file system error (EXT4-fs error) is 
correctly detected, and consequently the partition is 
set to “Degraded.”
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AMIF-3728: Inconsistency was observed between the 
“Storage Pool Used Capacity” graphic and bar on the 
CMC dashboard

The graphic and the bar now show corresponding 
values. Previously, there could be differences of over 
100 TiB.

AMIF-3752: A reboot event was sometimes not 
detected

In some situations, the monitoring agent did not 
detect a node reboot. The reboot event is now 
properly detected under all circumstances.

AMIF-3697: A missing disk was not indicated as a 
degraded disk

The missing disk event is correctly captured, and the 
missing disk is correctly indicated as degraded.

AMIF-3825: After a logrotate, snmpd stopped 
logging

When a logrotate is executed, there was no new log 
file created for snmp, so snmpd did no longer write 
logs. This issue is resolved.

AMIF-3794: SNMP MIBs list updated The list of SNMP MIBs has been updated.

AMIF-3434: Harmless messages appeared in the 
monitoring log file

You might spot the warnings similar to the following 
in your monitoring log files.
<entry_date>: rrd_dssstoragedaemon.py: WARNING: 
Entry (info, {'<info_details>'})
is not valid storagedaemon entry. Skipping it..
<entry_date>: rrd_dssmaintenanceagent.py: 
WARNING: Entry (info,
{'<info_details>'}) is not valid 
maintenanceagent entry. Skipping it..

These warning messages are harmless, and in Lattus 
3.3.0 are no longer shown in the monitoring log files.

AMIF-3050: The event severity for “Load average over 
last 15 minutes is high” was set to WARNING

In previous releases the severity of this event was 
ERROR, but it is now set to WARNING in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3828: When the monitoring agent starts while 
the storage daemons are down, there was no 
blockstore information until you restarted the 
monitoring agent

The local port is automatically retrieved for every 
monitoring run, as long as this port is not known.

AMIF-3767: A machine restart was sometimes not 
detected by the monitoring agent

When the restart of a machine took longer than ten 
minutes, the monitoring agent did not notice this.
In Lattus 3.3.0, the monitoring agent detects a 
machine restart, even when this takes longer than 
ten minutes.

AMIF-3774: No event report was sent when 
“Minimum event level to send” was set to  
6-UNKNOWN

The option 6-UNKNOWN is removed as a possible 
event level in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3653: Unable to upload a queue file when SSL 
was enabled in the UI

After SSL was enabled in the CMC, it was impossible 
to upload a queue file.
This is solved in Lattus 3.3.0.

Issue Description
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Pound Issues

Upgrade Issues

Issue Description

AMIF-3427: Pound failed to restart after uploading a 
wrong certificate file

If you first uploaded and validated a good certificate 
file and then uploaded a wrong certificate, the 
following will occur.
• Pound saved the bad certificate.
• Pound noticed the certificate was bad and 

returned an error in the validation process, 
removing the certificate again.

• After a restart, Pound longer found a valid 
certificate and was unable to complete.

(A workaround is to upload a new correct certificate 
manually.)

AMIF-3804: Pound port not changed when 
configuring it from the CMC

This is fixed in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3481: Apache settings for Pound didn't work 
for Multi-Geo sites

When HTTPS access is enabled for the CMC, an 
incorrect Apache setting prevents controller and 
storage nodes in remote data centers from 
communicating with services on the management 
controller.

Issue Description

AU-525: Upgrade scripts failed with the error, “Too 
many open files”

The upgrade script opens connections to nodes to 
execute remote commands. However, the 
connections were not properly closed. This could lead 
to the error “Too many open files.”
This issue is resolved.

AU-427: The monitoring agent complained about a 
partially installed patch while the upgrade was still 
running

During an upgrade, the monitoring agent returns the 
following message, indicating the upgrade failed, 
even though the upgrade is still running and might 
even finish successfully:

Found a partially installed patch: 
AmpliStor_3.2.1_k
Possible solution:
Try to resume the failed upgrades.

This issue is fixed if the upgrade is executed in one 
step. If the upgrade is done in two steps (first step 
using the -p option only, second step using the -p -r  
-c options), the event can still occur.
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Miscellaneous Issues

AU-428: During an upgrade a message mentioned 
restarting non-existing cache daemons

You might see the following message during the 
upgrade, even If you have no cache daemons or -
clusters configured:

-> Restarting cache daemons(s) on machine 
<machine_name>
-> DSS cache daemon(s) are restarted on machine 
<machine_name>

This issue is fixed.

AMIF-3719: During an upgrade, changing the 
administrator password might fail

During an upgrade, resetting the administrator 
password might fail, although the action was set as 
successful.

AMIF-3528: Erroneous kernel log message detected This issue is resolved by ignoring the kernel log 
message.

Issue Description

Issue Description

AMIF-3890: Initialization failed for a disk that had tlf 
files

When you replace a hard disk that has a partition 
used to store tlf files, initializing the replacement disk 
failed because Arakoon could not start. Arakoon 
cannot recover from an exit code 40 (Store ahead of 
tlogs).
This issue is resolved in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3661: DSS daemons did not have the correct 
syncstore configurations after upgrading Arakoon

On environments installed before Lattus 3.2.0, the 
syncstore string in the dss daemons configuration file 
does not have a GUID in the Arakoon cluster ID.

AMIF-3709: The node that is collapsed after the Drop 
Master could become the new metastore master.

As a result of this, after uploading the .tlf files, the 
defrag call fails because it isn’t allowed on a master 
node.

AMIF-3730 (DSS-1358): An Arakoon node that was 
lagging behind never got to fetch .tlf files in order to 
catch up

The Arakoon node doesn't pull in tlf files, but instead 
fetches individual entries. Even if the ingest stops and 
the node is restarted, Arakoon does not switch to 
another node and is thus unable to catch up.
The workaround is to stop the node and manually 
copy over the .tlf files from another node.

AMIF-3698: After an upgrade it was possible to have 
a masterless metastore cluster

This issue is fixed in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3719: After a failed job to change the 
administrator password during an upgrade, the 
nodes on which the job failed are now correctly 
identified

When changing the administrator password on a 
node fails (for example, during the environment 
upgrade,) the list of nodes on which the job has 
failed is sent to the administrator, and at the end of 
the job an error is correctly raised.
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Known Issues

This section describes known issues pertaining to the Lattus system. Where 
applicable, workarounds are provided.

Issues in green were identified in the Lattus 3.2.1 release. Issues in blue were 
identified in the Lattus 3.3.0 release. All other issues were identified in the 
Lattus 3.1.4 release and remain known issues.

AMIF-3756: The wrong message displayed when 
opening an empty namespaces overview

When there are no namespaces created and you 
open the namespaces overview, the displayed 
message 'Already on last page' was confusing. 
Now, when you open an empty namespaces overview 
a new message appears: 'No namespaces found'.

DSS-1344: A metering upload script uploaded and 
deleted all gzipped files

The metering upload script zips all .meter files in a 
gzip archive, uploads these archives to the metering 
namespace, and then removes the local gzip archives 
again.

AMIF-3625: Old log backups in the backup 
namespace were not removed

In Lattus 3.3.0, the log files older than 90 days are 
automatically removed from the backup namespace.

AMIF-344 / AMIF-3326: The node status incorrectly 
remained at STOPPING

When shutting down or restarting a node fails, the 
node status remains STOPPING. In Lattus 3.3.0, a 
refresh status is executed automatically when the 
shutdown/restart fails.

AMIF-3029: Previously, health check required human 
interaction

When performing a health check where you don't 
want human intervention, the check still required 
human input. 
This is resolved in Lattus 3.3.0.

AMIF-3583: OSMI didn't show user permissions Previously, when retrieving user permissions through 
OSMI, the user rights were not shown. In Lattus 
3.3.0, the user rights are properly displayed when 
retrieving the user details through OSMI.

AMIF-3108: IT was possible to create a namespace 
with a negative file size threshold

It is no longer possible to create a namespace for 
which you define a negative file size threshold. If you 
provide a negative value, the value is automatically 
updated to 1, which is the lowest possible file size 
threshold.

AMIF-3803: Configuring SNMP through CMC failed When you configure SNMP through the Cloud 
Management Center, the action failed. This issue is 
fixed in Lattus 3.3.0.

Issue Description
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Installation Issues

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-77: Error message appears 
after changing the admin 
password on the management 
node.

After completing the initial 
configuration step on the 
Management Node, the following 
error may appear because the 
admin password has changed:
“faultcode:AuthenticationError, 
faultstring:'error', 
faultdetail:”Authentication 
Failed”

N/A

AMIF-207: It is not possible to 
remove a device that has status 
“INSTOCK”.

When a PXE boot fails after 
putting the device in the model, it 
is not possible to remove that 
device through the CMC. In this 
case, q.amplistor.cleanupMachine 
will not work, because no 
machine is created.

The workaround is to remove the 
device via a q-shell drp call.

AMIF-992: There is no check for 
the queue initialization file's 
extension.

Uploading a file with an extension 
that differs from .csv will lead to 
failed queue file upload.

N/A

AMIF-1810: Deprecation warning 
message displayed when 
initializing a qshell environment.

This message occurs when an 
older version of pycrypto package 
(2.0.1) is used. Newer versions are 
available. The behavior of these 
newer versions is being tested.

N/A

AMIF-1858: When you add a node 
to an environment that has 
already been set up, this node is 
initialized with the default node 
login/password combination.

After adding a node, execute the 
procedure to change the 
password for the root account. 
Note: The password should 

match the other nodes. 
The postgres database 
should also be updated to 
match. If the passwords do 
not match, there are likely 
to be issues from the 
monitoring agent for that 
node.

AMIF-1952: Warnings during 
installation on a Lattus C10 
Controller Node (Dell R620).

When booting the machine from 
USB (and later on the Lattus C10,) 
you might receive several debug/
warning/error output during 
detection of drives. For example:
HDIO_GET_IDENTITY failed for 
'dev/sdc'

Lattus uses hdparm to determine 
whether a drive is HDD or SSD, 
and hdparm cannot read the 
information out of the SAS drives. 
You must manually enter the data.
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AMIF-2020: Installing the 
controller node fail, and the 
following error appears: “Invalid 
partition table - recursive 
partition on /dev/sdd.”

When the USB drive is left in the 
machine after installing the 
operating system, this error can 
occur during the initialization.

This error occurs with specific 
types of USB drives. 
Avoid this issue by removing the 
USB drive after rebooting the 
machine, prior to initializing.
If you encounter this issue, clean 
up the machine and restart the 
installation.

AMIF-2593 Installation fails for a node that 
was removed from the queue In 
the following scenario:
1 Build up a node queue with 

more than two servers and a 
few storage nodes.

2 Select all nodes and initialize 
the queue.

3 Remove the second node from 
the queue while the first node is 
being initialized.

In this case, “Initializing X 
nodes” (still running) tries to 
process the removed node, thus 
resulting in an error.

The workaround for this issue is to 
remove the node that failed to 
install in order to avoid the failure.

AMIF-3082: Multiple 
DEBUG.osis.utils messages appear 
on the console during the 
management node Installation.

After you successfully install the 
management node and reboot for 
the first time, you might receive 
the following debug messages:
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/
ipaddress.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/customer.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/
clouduserrole.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/
application.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/job.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/
networkzonerule.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/
hardwarelayout.py
DEBUG:osis.utils:Loading /opt/
qbase3/libexec/osis/policy.py

These debug osis messages are 
benign and can safely be ignored.

Issue Description Workaround
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AMIF-3084: rpcbind error 
messages occurred after 
rebooting an installed 
management controller.

After installing and rebooting the 
management controller, the boot 
log may show you error messages 
such as the following:
rpcbind: Cannot open 
'<file_name>' file for 
reading, errno 2 (No such 
file or directory)

These errors are benign and have 
no further impact on the further 
installation of your environment.

AMIF-3988(QUANTUM-540): 
During a new Lattus 3.3 
installation on a Multi-Geo 
system, routes could not be added 
due to a missing DHCP server.

Attempts to add routes to 
networks in different geographic 
locations failed with the following 
error:
No DHCP server found, unable 
to continue. Check your 
configuration!

To work around this issue, follow 
these steps to perform a fresh 
Lattus 3.3.0 installation:
• Perform a fresh install of Lattus 

3.2.0
• Upgrade to Lattus 3.2.1
• Add routes
• Upgrade to Lattus 3.3.0

QUANTUM-258: 1MB SSD storage 
is missing on other non-CMC 
controllers while creating the 
object MetaStore.

The size of the metastore cannot 
be greater than the remaining 
space on the SSDs. If it is greater, 
that SSD will not be available to 
add to the metastore. 

Avoid this issue by monitoring 
remaining space on SSDs closely.

45472 (Quantum): RAS alerts were 
generated after a new installation.

The following RAS messages were 
generated after a new Lattus 
installation was completed: 
Failed to execute 
monitoring function 
get_disk_info

Failed to execute 
monitoring rule 
check_new_disks 

These errors occurred because the 
USB drive used during the 
installation was left inserted in the 
node after the installation.

To avoid this issue (or to work 
around the issue if you encounter 
it,) remove the USB stick before 
rebooting the node.

Issue Description Workaround
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Upgrade Issues

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-3135: PXE booting new 
nodes doesn't work after Apache 
was restarted gracefully.

When the environment is 
upgraded to Lattus 3.1 and https 
is enabled, Apache is restarted 
gracefully (not a clean restart). 
If the restart doesn't work, new 
nodes cannot be installed over 
PXE.

The workaround is to restart 
Apache on the management 
node. Contact Quantum Support 
for assistance.

AMIF-3139: Initializing the 
logrotate actor fails when there 
are multiple agent connections.

Initializing the log rotation on a 
node can fail.
If a node has two agent 
connections, the upgrade can 
cause the init logrotate script to 
be executed twice, which can 
cause a failure.

The workaround is to clean up the 
double agent connections and 
restart the upgrade.

AMIF-3882: Monitoring Agent 
does not respond to a SIGTERM

The monitoring agents keeps 
running after receiving a 
SIGTERM.
This issue is still under 
investigation.

N/A

AMIF-3888: No “Actual Values” for 
a storage daemon which has a 
decommissioned blockstore.

The “Actual Values” of a storage 
daemon provides no information 
when there are one or more 
decommissioned blockstores. 
However, the values and graphics 
show the correct data.
This issue can occur for new 
setups and for setups where data 
was already written to 
blockstores.
This is a known issue and will not 
be fixed.

N/A

AU-264: DSS upgrade fails if 
CONFIGURED nodes exist in the 
environment.

Upgrading an environment that 
contains nodes in state 
'CONFIGURED' will fail. 

These nodes must be removed. 
Contact Quantum Support for 
assistance.

AU-411: Upgrading DSS doesn't 
show correct logging on screen.

When upgrading from Lattus 
3.1.0 to 3.2.1, during the DSS 
upgrade there are several osis 
debug/info messages that should 
not be displayed.
Also, there are no messages 
prompting for a machine reboot, 
but there should be.

N/A
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AU-424: Upgrade fails while 
configuring packages with a 
permission denied error using 
Amplisys account.

When upgrading from 3.1.4 to 
3.2.1 using patch “3.2.1_j “ on a 
system whose root account is 
disabled and the Amplisys account 
is used, the upgrade fails while 
configuring packages.

N/A

AU-426: Branding error message 
should be improved.

When trying to install a Lattus 
upgrade patch on an Amplistor 
installation, the following 
message appears:

-> Checking product branding
ERROR: Unable to install 
package 'Lattus_3.2.1_j', 
because 'branding_amplidata' 
is installed

This message should be "Cannot 
install Lattus upgrade on 
AmpliStor machines."

N/A

AU-444: Kernel modules upgrade 
marker is not found after a 
manual reboot for a controller.

When upgrading from a Lattus 3.1 
environment, new networking 
drivers are installed. The storage 
nodes are rebooted automatically, 
but the controllers must be 
rebooted by the customer.
A warning message is displayed, 
but even after the upgrade script 
is rerun and the controllers have 
been rebooted, the message still 
appears.

N/A

AU-460: Upgrade fails with 'Field 
of invalid type, corrupted?' 
message, while retrieving the 
management IP address of a 
remote node.

This issue happened under rare 
circumstances.

The workaround is to restart the 
application server on the 
management node.

AU-462: Upgrade failed while 
moving logs because logrotate 
renamed them.

If the upgrade is started during 
the same time the log rotate 
happens, the upgrade will fail.

N/A

AU-474: Upgrade fails with 
application server not running 
exception.

Running the upgrade again solves 
this issue.

AU-476: Upgrade fails while 
configuring agent controller.

Running the upgrade again solves 
this issue.

AU-477: Upgrade fails with a 
proxy error because application 
server was not ready.

Running the upgrade again solves 
this issue.

Issue Description Workaround
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AU-478: After installing the 
upgrade, events about core files 
for multipathd are displayed.

During the upgrade, the 
“multipathd” package is installed, 
but also immediately disabled. 
During this small time frame the 
package can still get started and 
issue core file and dmesg errors.

These errors are harmless and can 
be ignored, but they will keep 
triggering events repeatedly as 
long as they exist.
After the upgrade completes, log 
into the management node and 
remove these core files located 
here: /var/crash/

AU-526: Failed to execute the 
monitoring rule 
“check_namespace_codec_version” 
after upgrading to 3.3.0

The new configuration was not 
loaded because the monitoring 
agent did not stop, and therefore 
the rule could not be executed.

You can work around this issue by 
restarting the monitoring agent.

Quantum-511: After upgrading 
from Lattus 3.1.4 to 3.3.0, all 
CommVault Cloud Storage 
Libraries could no longer 
authenticate against Lattus S3 
namespaces.

CommVault Cloud Storage 
Libraries show offline status 
preventing Reference Copy jobs 
from running.  Lattus DSS client 
daemon logs show authentication 
failures with CommVault and 
CyberDuck.
In the CMC on the S3 
Management page, leaving the 
“S3 Domain Name” field blank 
results in the Lattus system 
removing all domain information 
from each S3 namespace.  
The root cause of this issue is 
documented in AMIF-3982 (“Need 
to prevent users from saving a 
blank S3 domain”). 

The workaround for this issue is to 
make sure the “S3 Domain Name” 
field is NOT blank.

Quantum-553: When upgrading 
to Lattus 3.3.0, it is necessary to 
first upgrade from 3.1.4 to 3.2.1. 
Under active I/O ingest conditions 
between StorNext and Lattus, the 
application server process can 
sometime be evicted, causing the 
upgrade to fail.

The upgrade was not successfully 
applied to remote nodes, and 
errors were returned.

The upgrade trace log can be used 
to identify the issue.
To work around this issue, first 
verify the application server has 
stopped. Then restart the 
application and verify it is 
running. Finally, rerun the 
upgrade script.
For assistance applying this 
workaround, contact Quantum 
Technical Support.

Issue Description Workaround
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Put, Get and Repair 
Operations Issues

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-3286: Google Chrome's 
native pdf viewer can cause the 
clientdeamon to log failed GET 
attempts at a high rate, filling the 
root partition of the controller

Until Google fixes this Chrome 
issue, the workaround is to 
disable this plugin. 
Quantum recommends putting an 
IDS/IPS system in front of Lattus to 
avoid hitting it with too many 
requests per second, causing a 
denial of service.

DSS-115: Namespace deletion 
removes data from the 
blockstores in a serial fashion.

Deleting the data of a namespace 
removes the data from the 
blockstores in a serial fashion 
(that is, one blockstore at a time).
When a system has run full, it 
takes up to the n-th blockstore 
before the system can ingest data 
again. If these deletes happen in 
parallel fashion, the space should 
be freed immediately on all block 
stores making the system usable 
immediately.

N/A

DSS-549: Unclear error messages 
when creating an already existing 
dir or a dir with a missing parent
dir.

Creating a directory that already 
exists produces an HTTP 405 
“Method not allowed” message.
Creating a directory while its 
parent directory doesn't exist 
produces an HTTP 409 “Conflict”.

N/A

DSS-601: Removing one of the 
back-end switches doesn't 
immediately result in operations 
taking the bandwidth of the 
remaining switch.

When one of the back-end 
switches fails, all existing PUT 
operations will fail (until they time 
out). New PUTs that are started 
after the failure will succeed, but 
could also time out.
After all blockstores have been 
contacted, there will be no further 
connection attempts towards the 
old switch, and therefore no more 
reasons for failure.
Depending on the size of the 
objects and superblocks, it can 
take up to 15 minutes before the 
full bandwidth capacity of the 
remaining NIC is used.
After restarting the client 
daemons, it takes up to 3 minutes 
to achieve a steady state situation.

The workaround is to adjust the 
timeout values on the client 
daemon, and then restart the 
client daemons.
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DSS-611: Upload button on Client 
daemon web interface doesn't 
work when authentication is 
enabled.

This is caused by the fact that the 
Upload button does a redirect to a 
location on which the logged-in 
user doesn't have sufficient rights. 
There is no API available that 
allows to provide these rights to 
the user.

N/A

DSS-747: When two back-end 
switches fail shortly one after 
another, PUT and GET operations 
hang.

As stated in known issue DSS-601, 
it can take a while before enough 
connections are migrated from 
one network to another. 
If the failed switch is restored, it 
takes a while before all 
connections are migrated back 
and well balanced over both 
switches. 
If the second failure happens too 
soon after the first, not enough 
connections will be migrated 
back, and ongoing PUT/GET 
operations will hang because 
there aren't enough available 
connections.

The workaround is to adjust the 
timeout values on the client 
daemon and then restart the 
client daemons.

DSS-869: Inconsistent output of 
REST directory entries listing.

When requesting directory entries 
in REST, the output for listing 
directories in XML is fine, but 
output is inconsistent when using 
JSON.

N/A

DSS-1037: Unable to upload file 
when IF_NONE_MATCH HTTP 
header is defined and user/
password are defined.

Due to a bug in the libcurl, when 
trying to PUT a file while defining 
a user, a password and an 
IF_NONE_MATCH HTTP header, a 
failure occurs instead of success.
The curl initially writes (PUT) a file 
of 0 bytes. Then the curl makes a 
second PUT request on the same 
connection to write the actual 
contents of the file. Since the file 
already exists because of the first 
PUT, the second PUT will fail.

N/A

Issue Description Workaround
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S3 REST Interface Issues

DSS-1108: Client daemon returns 
an empty HTTP 200 response 
instead of an error if not enough 
blockstores are online.

If two or more storage daemons 
are stopped in your environment 
and you try to read a file that was 
stored on those storage daemons, 
an error is generated.
Instead, the AXR and S3 interface 
return a HTTP 200 response with a 
correct header, but without either 
empty content or an 
incompleteread() message.

N/A

Issue Description Workaround

Issue Description Workaround

DSS-1262: Issuing a simple GET / 
on the S3 service returns an HTTP 
500 error.

The GET /results command of 
pointing a browser at an S3 end-
point resulted in an HTTP 500 
error.

N/A

DSS-1263: PUT fails via S3cmd 
with extra '/' in the path name.

An HTTP403: SignatureDoesNotMatch 
error is generated if you try something 
similar to the following:

./s3cmd put ../../
testfile.txt s3://hbuck//
testfile.txt

N/A

DSS-1271: Copying an object with 
an invalid option in the “x-amz-
metadata-directive” failed with 
an error response inconsistent 
with Amazon AWS.

If you copy an object using the S3 
interface and a value other than 
“COPY” or “REPLACE” is set in the 
“x-amz-metadata-directive” 
header, the error message sent in 
the HTTP response by the Amazon 
AWS S3 interface is different from 
the message returned by the 
Lattus S3 interface.

N/A

DSS-1281: Creating buckets with 
illegal characters returns a 
different response than Amazon’s.

Lattus returns “HTTP 501 (not 
implemented)” instead of the 
expected “HTTP 400 (Bad 
Request)” if you create one or 
more buckets that contain any of 
the following characters:
#,{,},\,<,>,[,],|,`,^,"

N/A

DSS-1286: Authentication error in 
the client daemon log file contains 
sparse details about why the 
authentication failed.

The output in S3 does not return 
the provided signature, but a 
CDATA field instead.

N/A
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DSS-1287: Service GET cannot 
handle Query Parameters such as 
delim and prefix, which makes 
Webdrive fail.

When using a Webdrive client, 
listing the buckets will not work. 

You must specify a bucket when 
using a Webdrive client.

DSS-1288: GetObjectACL returns 
an HTTP 200 “OK” for a non-
existing object.

Instead, an HTTP 404 “Not 
Found” indicator should be 
returned.

N/A

DSS-1299: Content-type headers 
returned in responses are different 
from Amazon’s.

This is because Lattus does not 
store the “content-type” in its 
metadata.

N/A

DSS-1300: S3 Interface reports an 
http 501 (not implemented) 
indicator when a bad header or 
query param is provided AND the 
bucket does not exist.

This should return the error 
“Parameter problem,” similar to 
how Amazon’s S3 works.

N/A

DSS-1310: S3 request with the 
wrong domain name returns an 
InvalidBucketName error.

When making a request with the 
wrong domain name, S3 returns 
an http 400 error (bad request), 
while it should return an http 403 
(forbidden) error.

N/A

DSS-1393: S3 GET requests with 
multiple byte ranges is not 
consistent with the Amazon S3 
interface

Sending a GET request with the 
“Range” parameter having 
multiple byte ranges in the header 
returns the whole object instead 
of the requested range.
There is also a strange sort of 
concatenation in the Lattus S3 
interface3.

N/A

DSS-1398: Force-creating a bucket 
on a syncstore with a special 
name, generates unclear HTTP 
error responses

Force-creating a bucket in a 
syncstore with an syncstore ID 
that is not nicely 32 HEX 
characters, raises unclear error 
responses.
For example:
• a syncstore with 

"aaaabbbbccccddddeeeeffff0
0001111", the creation returns 
404 Syncstore Not Found.

• a syncstore with 
"spaghetti_arrabiata" 
returns 400 Bad Request, but 
it should be 400 Bad 
Syncstore ID

N/A

Issue Description Workaround
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Lattus CMC Issues

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-920: Partitions with usage 
space less than 1 GB show as 
having 0 GB used space.

From the detail page of a disk, on 
the monitoring tab partitions that 
use less than 1 GB show 0 GB as 
their actual used space.

N/A

AMIF-2033: An S10 storage node 
with SSD inside identified 
incorrect disk numbers on the 
disk’s decommissioned disks 
printouts.

When an S10 node has an SSD 
mounted on the inside and a disk 
must be decommissioned from 
that node, the printout of a 
decommissioned disk page 
indicates the wrong location for 
the disk. 

Quantum advises using the disk 
serial number mentioned on the 
page to identify the disk.

AMIF-3209: Confusing message in 
job log.

In some of the CMC job logs, 
messages such as the following 
display at the end of the job, even 
though the job was marked as 
Done with no errors:
Failed to parse params 
{<job_details>}, Error: 
malformed string

This is actually a coding warning 
instead of an error, and does not 
influence the job itself or overall 
performance. This issue will be 
fixed in a future release.

AMIF-3413: Events and jobs in the 
CMC are not using the same time 
zone set on the machine.

If your country recently changed 
time zones, the time zone 
definitions used are not current 
and may be out of sync.

N/A

AMIF-3855: Enabling S3 via the 
CMC adds an empty domain in the 
client daemons’ configuration 
files.

When you enable S3 on any client 
daemon with “Enable S3 bucket 
operations” selected but do not 
define an S3 domain name, the 
domain parameter in the client 
daemons’ configuration files 
remains empty. As a result, no 
bucket operations can be 
performed.

As a workaround, enable S3 again 
via the CMC, but don't leave the 
domain field empty.

DSS-1296: Swap usage reaches 
100% when doing multiple 
uploads of large objects.

When performing multiple 
uploads of large objects, the event 
“swap usage is over 50%” 
message is triggered. In actuality, 
the swap usage is 100%.

The workaround is to restart the 
daemons.
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Monitoring Issues

Supportability Issues

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-3010: Handling processes 
with status dead/zombie

If there are processes with the 
status dead/zombie, th event will. 
not mention the zombie process. 
You must log in to the machine 
mentioned in the event to find the 
zombie process.

N/A

AMIF-3259: Certificate expiration 
dates for monitoring are 
converted from the local time 
zone and not from GMT.

The certificate expiration time is 
converted based on the local time 
of the CMC machine, instead 
basing it upon GMT.
Because of this, there might be a 
timespan of a few hours where 
monitoring/event logging will 
differ from reality.

N/A

AMIF-3326: A machine stuck in 
“STOPPING” status can't be 
corrected easily.

When browsing to the node in the 
user interface, no monitoring data 
will be retrieved / shown.
Also, controllers in STOPPING 
status will not be used for doing a 
qpackages server backup. If too 
many controllers are in this status, 
the qpackage server backup policy 
will fail.

A workaround to manually update 
this status has been documented 
in the Lattus knowledge database 
(BDY025).

AMIF-3534: Monitoring agent 
“task python:PID blocked for 
more than 120 seconds” error in 
kern.log.

When running the tlog collapse 
policy, the monitoring agent 
repeatedly logs the previous 
named error in the kernel log.

This error has no further impact 
on the system, nor do any events 
triggered because of this.

45145 (Quantum): "Failed to 
execute monitoring rule 
check_blockstores" events may 
occur on Lattus storage nodes 
when they are rebooted.

This event occurs due to a race 
condition between blockstore 
initialization and the monitoring 
agent.

These events can be ignored when 
they do not subsequently reoccur 
after rebooting.

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-258: Neither Apache nor the 
workflow engine are 
automatically restarted when they 
are stopped or killed.

Automatic restart for an 
application requires both Apache 
and the workflow engine to be 
running. If they are not running, 
they cannot be restarted 
automatically.

Quantum recommends 
monitoring these applications 
with an external tool to ensure 
that downtime doesn't go 
unnoticed.
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Failover Issues

Miscellaneous Issues

AMIF-892: Root file system can fill 
up when a lot of core files are 
created within a one-week period.

Core files are compressed, and 
those older than seven days are 
removed. However, if a 
component produces a lot of core 
files within this seven-day period, 
the root file system could fill up. 
Events are raised when core files 
are detected.

N/A

DSS-944: ReadCache clusters don't 
have multi-ip support.

This implies that in the event of a 
single switch failure, the 
readcache-clusters will not be 
functional (in the event the switch 
which is being used for the 
readcache traffic dies).

N/A

Issue Description Workaround

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-3033: Failover cannot 
handle NIC ordering differences 
between controllers.

If your Lattus environment has 
controller nodes whose NICs are 
ordered in way other than the 
management node is ordered, the 
failover causes the new 
management network 
configurations to be incorrect.

N/A

AMIF-3695: After failover, the 
monitoring agent says Pound is 
not available on port 80.

This happens because the failover 
procedure does not disable the UI 
configurations for Pound on the 
old management node.

N/A

Issue Description Workaround

AMIF-2652: Shutting down the 
data center might fail to shut 
down the management node.

Under certain conditions, shutting 
down the data center might not 
succeed, even if the job states 
“DONE”.
The management node will not 
shut down if the Arakoon is 
extended on multiple nodes, of 
which several are down or closed.

N/A
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AMIF-2832: Pound may produce 
unexpected messages in its log.

The following message might be 
logged multiple times in the 
Pound log file:
localhost pound: NULL 
get_thr_arg

This is a Pound-specific issue, but 
has no functional impact on your 
system. 

The logging of this message will 
be removed in a future release of 
Pound.

AMIF-2952: Secure erase fails on 
certain disktypes.

Secure erase on T3 drives in S10 
storage nodes will fail with the 
error message “ERASE_PREPARE: 
Input/output”.

N/A

AMIF-2985: When changing the 
admin password, Lattus tries 
changing it on a FAILED machine 
too.

If you change the admin password 
of your environment while it has a 
failed machine, Lattus will try (and 
fail) to change the password on 
the failed machine.
The password change will succeed 
in your environment, but will also 
prompt a pop-up that it failed on 
the failed machine.

N/A

AMIF-3267: Failover doesn't copy 
initialize queue files.

During the failover process, the 
files in the initialize queue are not 
copied to the new management 
node.
As a result, queued nodes cannot 
be initialized after failover.

N/A

AMIF-3431: Cloud API calls fail 
when Apache restarts.

When Apache is restarted, the 
monitor agent or remote scripts 
cannot access the cloud API.

This problem is only temporary. 
The next call will succeed.

AMIF-3642: Arakoon node refuses 
to start after killing the process 
due to .lock file.

Arakoon has a protection 
mechanism that prevents it from 
restarting multiple times at the 
same time. This prevents multiple 
instances of uploading the 
compressed metastore artifacts 
and running them at the same 
time. Once Arakoon is fully 
recovered, this lock file is usually 
removed.

The workaround is to manually 
remove the lock file after verifying 
that no other recovery job is 
running. This workaround has 
been documented in the Lattus 
knowledge database (ARA010).

Issue Description Workaround
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AMIF-3645: After a power cycle, 
Lattus doesn't automatically 
resume operations because PID 
files are lingering.

When a controller node 
(particularly the management 
node) is rebooted in an 
uncontrolled fashion, some of the 
PID files (which are used to 
prevent that multiple instances of 
the same process get started) are 
not cleaned up, preventing the 
restart.

The workaround is to identify the 
process that refuses to start, and 
then removing its PID file.

AMIF-3689: Rebooting a data 
center fails to reboot the 
management node because of a 
timeout.

The timeout in the script is lower 
than the time it takes to stop all 
services on the management 
node.

There is no real functionality 
impact, because the stop 
commands are executed in a 
different process than the process 
of this timeout.

AMIF-3690 and QUANTUM-425: 
Changing the HTTP security 
protocol on client daemons results 
in a down state. 

Changing the HTTP security 
protocol on client daemons that 
have an invalid certificate will 
leave the client daemons in a 
down state. 
The affected client daemons will 
remain unavailable until 
assistance is provided by 
Quantum Technical Support.

N/A

AMIF-3702: Extending the 
environment metastore fails while 
the storage nodes are down.

An email is also sent, notifying the 
user that support is required.
However, since there is a recovery 
mechanism in place, this job 
should not fail and that email 
should not be sent.

N/A

AMIF-3749: Arakoon injectasHead 
call doesn't fail for invalid 
metadata

As part of the tlogcollapse 
workflow, a backup is taken of the 
running database and this one will 
replace the head.db and clean-up 
all metastore tlogfiles that are 
referenced in this head.db. When 
the backup of the active head.db 
is corrupt, this operation will 
silently fail.
Failure will only be visible because 
the tlogfiles are not cleaned up. 
The user will see events about the 
number of tlogs exceeding the 
configured number and this 
number will not go down.

A workaround is to remove the 
head.db file. This can only be 
done when the Arakoon database 
is still running.

Issue Description Workaround
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AMIF-3841: Security attributes 
remain on disk but the secure 
erase job does not fail

It can occur that a secure erasure 
of a disk fails, leaving the security 
attributes on the disk. Sometimes 
the framework does not detect 
this failure which leaves the disk 
unusable.

N/A

AMIF-3843: Unnecessary restart of 
Pound service when adding or 
removing storage LANs

When adding or removing storage 
LANs, Pound is restarted while its 
configuration is not updated. As 
the configuration is not updated, 
the restart is obsolete.

N/A

AMIF-3869: Rebooting the data 
center fails to reboot the 
management node because of a 
timeout.

The timeout on the script is lower 
than the time it takes to stop all 
services on the management 
node.

There is no real functionality 
impact, because the stop 
commands are executed in a 
different process than the timeout 
process.

AMIF-3975 and QUANTUM-509: 
When the Public IP is modified 
using OSMI, virtual IP does not 
inherit the new VIP.

The VIP address in the 
virtualip.cfg is not updated 
during the LAN update. As a 
result, even though the Lattus GUI 
may reflect the change, the 
virtualip.cfg configuration 
does not get updated.

If you encounter this issue, 
contact Quantum Support for 
assistance.

AMIF-4053: Job 'Restarting 
application 
multigeo_data_arakoon_server 
failed' events were generated 
while performing a Lattus Multi-
Geo installation.

These events may occur after one 
of the controller nodes reboots.  
These events may be preceded by  
"Too many open files (4096) 
for node node_x_yyyy on 
MetaStore env_metastore" 
events.

If you encounter this issue, 
contact Quantum Support for 
assistance.

DSS-611: The Upload button on 
the Client daemon Web interface 
doesn't work when authentication 
is enabled.

This is caused by the fact that the 
upload button does a redirect to a 
location on which the logged-in 
user doesn't have sufficient rights. 
There is no API available that 
provides these rights to the user.

N/A

DSS-1080: Abandoning a 
blockstore with force flag fails.

If a storage node is hanging and it 
still responds to a ping but not to 
SSH connections, abandoning 
blockstores and storage daemons 
will fail on that node.

N/A

Issue Description Workaround
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DSS-1358: Arakoon node that's 
lagging behind never gets to fetch 
.tlf files in order to catch up.

The Arakoon node doesn't pull in 
tlf files, but instead fetches 
individual entries. Even if the 
ingest stops and the node is 
restarted, Arakoon does not 
switch to another node and is 
therefore unable to catch up.

The workaround is to stop the 
node and manually copy over the 
.tlf files from another node.

DSS-1419: Syncstore metadata is 
cached by daemons, but the 
metadata is never refreshed

Cache entries for syncstore 
metadata are now refreshed when 
the list of syncstore metadata 
entries is retrieved. The 
SyncstoreRegistry triggers this 
periodically, by default every six 
minutes.

N/A

DSS-1448: The command 
resetBlockStoreConnections must 
be used with caution

You must use the command 
q.dss.manage.resetBlockStoreCon
nections() with caution. If not, the 
command may time out and can 
cause all ingest to become 
unresponsive.
This occurs often when the system 
is under relative high load, or 
when there is an ongoing 
metadata change of a blockstore.

N/A

DSS-1483 and AMIF-3616 
(QUANTUM-408) Amplidata: 
Nonce stale value caused data 
rewrites.

When the StorNext I/O path on an 
M662 to WAS destination is 
configured with HTTPS, the nonce 
value timeouts, causing data 
rewrites to occur when the file 
size is smaller than 1 MiB.  
Messages similar to the following 
are written to TSM log:

E1200(7)<1118314801>:mdtWAStora
ge1232:  {714}: initiateWrite: 
REST_save_object_at_url 
returned error 413 - 
curl_easy_perform failed: Send 
failed since rewinding of the 
data stream failed seek 
callback returned error -1 HTTP 
status 401: 401 Unauthorized

N/A

Issue Description Workaround
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QUANTUM-538 and ADOC-535: 
Running DSET on a controller 
node produces errors.

After following the steps in the 
Lattus Service Reference Guide 
describing how to collect DSET 
data on a controller node, the 
following can occur:
• fscb is not installed on the 

DCOS, resulting in “file does 
not exist” errors.

• IPMI errors can occur it the IPMI 
driver is not installed and 
configured.

The workaround is to do the 
following:
• When enabling DSET as 

documented, omit the 
following:
update-rc.d -f dsm_sa_ipmi 
defaults
update-rc.d -f sfcb defaults

• When starting services manually  
as documented, omit the 
following:
/etc/init.d/dsm_sa_ipmi start
/etc/init.d/sfcb start

Additional Information:
When DSET information is sent to 
Dell Support, they may inform you 
that the DSET does not contain all 
the fscb file that may be required. 
If this occurs, contact Quantum 
Technical Support for assistance.

Issue Description Workaround
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44014 (Quantum): Superblock 
memory limit.

Exceeding the superblock memory 
limit (superblock_mem_limit) caused 
StorNext writes to hang. Errors appear 
in both StorNext and Lattus logs.
Lattus errors:

Aug  2 13:56:21.3645 debug 
[5574] [sb 0] Resource 
manager[put_threads]:
Increased resource count with 
1 to 1
Aug  2 13:56:21.3646 debug 
[5574] [sb 0] Resource
manager[superblock_mem_limit]
: Waiting for resource to 
become available
(currently at 1073741824, need 
8192, max 1073741824)

StorNext errors:
The fsmedwrite process is 
hung:
fsmedwrite -n RTX-DR-A10 -o 
device_manifest.snqe24 /usr/
adic/mysql/device_manifest

pstack 14034
#0  0x0000003d2faddfc3 in 
poll () from /lib64/libc.so.6
#1  0x00007f37626715a1 in 
Curl_socket_check () from
/opt/quantum/curl/lib/
libcurl.so.4
#2  0x00007f3762666872 in 
Curl_do_perform () from
/opt/quantum/curl/lib/
libcurl.so.4
#3  0x000000000044a1b7 in 
put_to_url_with_callback ()
#4  0x0000000000447e8e in 
REST_save_object_at_url ()
#5  0x00007f376335a0ae in 
TSM::MDT::WAStorageRestIF::in
itiateWrite(unsigned
long (*)(char*, unsigned 
long, unsigned long, void*), 
int (*)(void*, long,
int), char const*, 
std::basic_string<char, 
std::char_traits<char>,
std::allocator<char> > 
const&, long, void*) () from
/usr/adic/TSM/lib/
libmdtWAStorage.so
#6  0x0000000000415b68 in 
MedWrite::WriteFile() ()
#7  0x0000000000416158 in 
main ()

If you encounter this issue, 
contact Quantum Technical 
Support for assistance.

Issue Description Workaround
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Contacting Quantum

More information about this product is available on the Service and Support 
website at http://www.quantum.com/ServiceandSupport/Index.aspx. The Service 
and Support Website contains a collection of information, including answers to 
frequently asked questions (FAQs). You can also access software, firmware, and 
drivers through this site.

For further assistance, or if training is desired, contact the Quantum Customer 
Support Center:

44388 (Quantum): Downloadable 
Lattus MIB is not current.

When upgrading Lattus, the MIB 
available for download within 
Lattus is not current. 
(When performing a new Lattus 
3.3.0 installation the MIB is 
correct.)

Obtain the correct MIB by 
contacting Quantum Support and 
referencing Lattus Knowledge 
Base article KB DBY041. 

45408 (Quantum):  During a 
Lattus 3.3.0 new installation on a 
multi-geo system, network routes 
could not be added because the 
DHCP server was missing.

This issue occurred only during a 
new Lattus 3.3.0 installation, not 
during an upgrade. 

The workaround is to first install 
Lattus 3.2.1, set up the multi-geo 
environment, and then upgrade 
to Lattus 3.3.0.

Lattus Initial Installation Issue This issue manifests during initial 
Lattus installation when creating a 
data metastore. 
If you select the default space that 
is specified in the CMC GUI for the 
first controller’s SSD, SSDs for 
other controllers might not be 
selectable because the CMC 
incorrectly calculates the amount 
of free space for those SSDs.

The workaround is to manually 
decrease the default size by 1MB.

Issue Description Workaround

United States 1-800-284-5101 (toll free)
+1-720-249-5700

EMEA +800-7826-8888 (toll free)
+49-6131-3241-1164

APAC +800-7826-8887 (toll free)
+603-7953-3010

For worldwide support:
http://www.quantum.com/ServiceandSupport/Index.aspx
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